The influence of the surroundings on the linear dipole polarizability a and second hyperpolarizability 7 is discussed in terms of the density om of isotropically distributed matter as well as the density qp of thermal black-body radiation photons, a and 7 of the rare gas atoms are studied as examples. At standard conditions, both effects are of comparable size for the rare gases. Possible consequences for ion-molecule reaction rate constants in astronomical environments are suggested.
Apart from a few exceptions theoretical calculations of molecular properties ^ pertain to single, noninteracting particles (see e.g. [1] ). In experiments, however, the properties of single particles are more or less influenced by interaction with the surrounding matter and black-body radiation photons [2 -6] , This is the case even for gases at ambient temperature and pressure.
Concerning the dipole polarizabilities a and 7, the first effect is well-known. Perturbation of a and 7 by electric fields produced by the surrounding isotropically distributed matter is usually formulated in a virial expansion of these properties in powers of the molar density £>m = (N/V)m/N A of the matter,
$iß M ) = $mi + B* ßM + c*& + ...). (l)
In the case of the static linear dipole polarizability <P = a, (1) is obtained from the ClausiusMossotti-function [7] . In this case the expansion coefficients B a and C Q are related to the dielectric virial coefficients via B e = a(0).B Q iV A /(3£o) and C e = a(0)C Q A r A /(3£o)-Be is known from experiment to within a few percent for a limited number of atoms and small molecules. Concerning the second hyperpolarizability $ = 7 of the rare gases, there are only a few sets of experiments which confirm the density dependence of this property unambiguously [8, 9] . The experimental results are also expressed in Reprint requests to Priv.-Doz. Dr. U. Hohm. a virial expansion similar to (1) . In both cases, a and 7,
is directly related to the radial pair distribution function g(R) and the collision induced incremental pair polarizability A<& = <P ]2 -2$, where <P\2 is the polarizability of a colliding pair.
In what follows it is helpful to remember the frequency dependence of a and 7 outside absorbtion bands. a(-uj\u)) is usually represented by a(-cü-,UJ) = a(0;0)(l + a\^aco 2 + a 2 , Q uj 4 + ..
.). (2)
The expansion coefficients are related to the wellknown dipole sums S(k) via a(0; 0) = 4tt£qOqS(-2), 0|,a = S(-4)/S(-2) and a 2 , a = S(-6)/S(-2), where 47re 0 ao = 1.648 x 10 _4I C 2 m 2 J" ! is the atomic unit of the dipole polarizability. These coefficients are precisely known for about 50 atoms and small molecules (see the work of Meath and co-workers, e.g. [10, 11] ). In the case of 7, the situation becomes somewhat more complicated because the frequency dependence of 7 depends on the type of the non-linear process considered. However, Shelton has shown [12-14| that an expansion similar to (2) can be used to describe the frequency dependence of 7 as where uj^ is the largest non-zero frequency occuring in (3). The expansion coefficients ai i7 and aj,-, have been determined for a few atoms and small molecules [12, 14] .
Based on experimental results of the temperature dependence of the linear dipole plarizability a of xenon and on theoretical considerations mainly presented by Farley and Wing [3] and Zapryagaev and Zon [5] , we have proposed in a previous paper [15] that the temperature dependence of c\ due to the presence of black-body radiation photons can be described by weighting a(-with the Planck distribution u{uj. T) of the thermal photons. This formula can be obtained by considering the energy-shift As = -a < E 2 (T) > l0 /2 of the atomic energy levels in the presence of black-body radiation with a squared mean electric field < E 2 
(T) ii(uj. T).
Now we extend this consideration to the non-linear dipole polarizability 7. In this case the energy shift is given by As = -7 < E 4 (T) > u! /24. In general, the effect of the black-body radiation photons on o and 7 can be described via
where we have to use /? = 1 for a and n = 2 in the case of 7. Using (2) and (3), (5) 
According to this relation. <P in (6) can also be interpreted as a perturbed quantity, now influenced by the density g P of the surrounding black-body radiation photons. This is directly comparable to (1), where the perturbation due to the surrounding matter is described. Additionally, the explanation of this effect can be given in analogy to the results of Bulanin [ 18] , who has discussed the interaction induced change in o(o M ) in connection with the shift and asymmetrical broadening of spectral lines. Cooke and Gallagher [ 19] have -on grounds of experimental results -stated explicitely that black-body radiation photons appear to behave like foreign gas atoms in both the shifts and broadenings they produce especially in Rydberg atoms.
The black-body radiation effect has been detected experimentally in 1994 [15] . Hitherto it was assumed to be negligible [5] . However, since B s and especially S(-2) and S(-4) are known for the rare gases, the resulting effect of the surroundings on the linear polarizability o(0) of the non-interacting particle can be calculated. Additionally, some estimates can also be given concerning 7(0). Neglect of C<pQ^ in are fully justified in the context of this work. In Table 1 First we compare the influence of matter and blackbody radiation photons on a. It can be recognized that _\p > 0 for all rare gases, which means that the influence of black-body radiation photons increases the polarizability of these systems. However, in the case of helium and neon < 0, whereas for argon, krypton and xenon > 0. This demonstrates that depends on the nature of the intermolecular forces. The varying sign of reflects that, depending on the experimental conditions, the influence of short range overlap effects < 0) as well as long-range effects > 0) may dominate. At present, radon must be excluded from this discussion because B. : is not known for the heaviest of the rare gases. and respectively, have nearly the same value for helium and neon. In both atomes we have 10 5 x Ap « 1.85 and 10 5 x « -0.48 at the values of p and T given above. The most interesting feature is that, except for xenon, the influence of the photon gas on a is larger than the interaction with gaseous matter, leading to |_\p| > This means that the dominating effect of the surroundings on the polarizability has not been considered at standard conditions up to now. Of course, both effects are almost completely negligible at ambient temperature and pressure as can be seen in Table 1 . increases significantly at high gas densities om-This well-known behaviour of the Clausius-Mossotti function and the related LorentzLorenz function must be taken into account e.g. in interferometric measurements of gas densities at high pressures [20, 21) .
On the other hand, the effect of the black-body radiation on a may become important in astrochemistry and astrophysics. According to the HertzsprungRussell diagram, the surface temperature of stars varies between 3000K and 25000K. This means they are extremely hot radiation sources with nearly blackbody radiation characteristics. Besides ionization processes, this black-body radiation field may have some influence on the rate constant of ion-atom and ionmolecule reactions in the astronomical environments (for a recent review of astrochemistry see [22] ). This can be inferred from inspection of the simple, and of course approximate, Langevin reaction rate constant Ä L ~ sjcy, which is proportional to the squareroot of the mean polarizability of the neutral reactant (see e. g. [23] ). According to this simple relation, the effect of black-body radiation photons on Ä L is small in the case of reactions with helium (approximately 1% at 10000K), but it may become important in the case of reactions with heavier elements and open shell systems, which tend to have much larger oscillator strengths sum ratios a\ Q = S(-4)/S( -2) (e.g. Li:«| Q = 214au [11] , Cd:a,] Q = 18.9 au [24] ).
In the case of the second hyperpolarizability 7, the situation becomes much more uncertain. The experimentally determined density dependence of 7 of helium and argon in [8] is contrary to theoretical predictions based on a quantum-mechanically extended DID model. As discussed recently by Shelton and Palubinskas [9] , however, the evaluation of the experiments of Donley and Shelton [8] is incomplete. To this end. B-obtained from density-dependent dc Kerr effect measurements [9] is at present superior to B-, determined by electric-field-induced second harmonic generation [8] . No experimental evidence is given so far for the influence of black-body radiation photons on the second hyperpolarizability 7, and we present only a short qualitative discussion of this property. Assuming the validity of (5) for 7, Ap is calculated to be larger than A^ for He but much smaller in the case of Ar. This behaviour is similar to for He, but contrary to the results obtained for Ar. On the other hand, l-Aj^l is lower than This result is not surprising because the relative magnitude of the incremental pair-polarizability _\a is lower than the incremental pair hyperpolarizability _\7 [27] , This means that the non-linear polarizabilities are much more affected by intermolecular interactions than a, which can be simply inferred from comparison of gasphase and liquid-phase values of these properties [28] . Similarly, A p is larger than . This seems to be a logic result if black-body radiation photons are considered to behave like foreign gas atoms. This reflects that the hyperpolarizability 7 is very sensitive to small variations of the tails of the electronic wavefunctions. 7 also shows a high sensitivity to diffuse basis functions in ab initio calculations for single atoms and molecules.
